
See more at www.crashmanagement.co.nz/Mentor/
For a confi dential no-obligation discussion contact enquiries@crashmanagement.co.nz 

MENTOR is a state-of-the-art digital driver risk management programme:

• Uses smart-phone technology, no more costly hardware or installation
• Analyses & reports driving behaviour predicted to result in collision
• Delivers dramatically deeper insights than traditional GPS products
• Supports targeted remedial action 
• Delivers app-based micro-training direct to drivers
• MENTOR is used by over 1.2 million drivers globally
• Supports employer H&S obligations
• Cost effective AND proven to reduce fl eet accident rates by 25%+

Another revolutionary fl eet and driver safety tool from Crash Management, 
NZ’s premier accident management provider.

TECH

DIALLING IN
BETTER DRIVING

New Mentor smartphone app claims
to cut accident rates by 25 per cent

A new risk management
app that uses
smartphone-based

telematics brings claims of a 25 per
cent reduction in accident rates in
the first 12 months.

Mentor by eDriving monitors
driving behaviour and assigns a
FICO Safe Driving Score (similar to
a credit rating) based on a driver’s
likelihood to be involved in an
accident. It then helps to reduce
risky behaviour by prescribing
training modules and coaching
directly to drivers.

The obvious benefit is reduced
insurance claims for fleets. But
there are other potential savings:
the app requires no additional
hardware and could displace
black-box GPS systems.

Crash Management represents
Mentor in New Zealand; it’s been
added to the company’s portfolio

of incident response and fleet risk
management tools and services.
The product was launched in NZ
two months ago and trials are
under way with several companies
including Ando Insurance,
Donaldson Brown Insurance
Brokers, and H&S consultants
SafeWork NZ. The NZ Institute of

Driving Educators (NZIDE) is also
using it as a learner-driver support
tool.

The app uses a “closed-
loop” learning system, with a
continuous learning program
including management
oversight via a Vehicle Risk
Management portal (VRM).

Using smartphone sensors, the
Mentor app collects performance
data on the driving behaviours
most indicative of crash risk. This
includes speeding, harsh
cornering, hard braking, rapid
acceleration, and distraction
caused by use of phone calls and
texting while driving.

The
analytics

engine evaluates the drivers’
behaviour after every trip and
delivers in-depth insights. This
involves a five-stage approach to
driver risk management used and
approved by Fortune 500
companies throughout the world.

Mentor operates globally, with
approximately 1.2 million users
across 125 countries. It is suitable
for business fleets of both light and
heavy vehicles. It’s also suited to
family cars, particularly those used
by teenagers and other learner
drivers.
● Learn more
about Mentor at www.
crashmanagement.co.nz/
Mentor/.
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